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ABSTRACT—Background: Septic cardiomyopathy increases mortality by 70% to 90% and results in mechanical

dysfunction of cells. Methods: Here, we created a LPS-induced in-vitro sepsis model with mouse embryonic stem cell-

derived cardiomyocytes (mESC-CM) using the CellDrum technology which simultaneously measures mechanical compli-

ance and beat frequency of mESCs. Visualization of reactive oxygen species (ROS), actin stress fibers, and mRNA

quantification of endothelial protein C receptor (EPCR) and protease-activated receptor 1 (PAR1) before/after LPS

incubation were used for method validation. Since activated protein C (APC) has cardioprotective effects, samples were

treated with human recombinant APC (rhAPC) with/-out LPS predamage to demonstrate the application in therapeutic

studies. Results: Twelve hours LPS treatment (5 mg/mL) increased ROS and decreased actin stress fiber density and

significantly downregulated EPCR and PAR1 compared to control samples (0.26, 0.39-fold respectively). rhAPC application

(5 mg/mL, 12 h) decreased ROS and recovered actin density, EPCR, and PAR1 levels were significantly upregulated

compared to LPS predamaged samples (4.79, 3.49-fold respectively). The beat frequencies were significantly decreased

after 6- (86%) and 12 h (73%) of LPS application. Mechanical compliance of monolayers significantly increased in a time-

dependent manner, up to eight times upon 12-h LPS incubation compared to controls. rhAPC incubation increased the beat

frequency by 127% (6h-LPS) and 123% (12h-LPS) and decreased mechanical compliance by 68% (12h-LPS) compared to

LPS predamaged samples. Conclusion: LPS-induced contraction dysfunction and the reversal effects of rhAPC were

successfully assessed by the mechanical properties of mESC-CMs. The CellDrum technology proved a decent tool to

simulate sepsis in-vitro.

KEYWORDS—Actin cytoskeleton, cardiomyocyte biomechanics, cardioprotection, CellDrum, EPCR, septic

cardiomyopathy, LPS
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INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization (WHO) declared sepsis a

global health priority, with an estimated 48.9 million cases

worldwide in 2017, and has called for a resolution to improve

the prevention, diagnosis, and management of this life-threaten-

ing disease (1). Sepsis, being a systemic inflammatory response,

is the most common cause of death due to the dysfunction of

several organs (2). The largest contributors of sepsis are bacterial

endotoxins, especially LPS released by gram-negative bacteria

(3). If not compensated, this infection causes severe disease

symptoms in patients which in turn lead to excessive stimulation

of the immune system and often fatal endotoxin shock (2). Rapid

activation of the immune system results in the release of cyto-

kines TNF-a, IL-6, and IL-1 beta (2). These cytokines contribute

to the containment of infection by promoting several pathways

including oxidation, production of nitric oxide and reactive

oxygen species (ROS), activation of tissue factors, and coagula-

tion cascade (2, 4). Collectively, these responses may injure

endothelial cells by initiating clotting and inflammation and thus

resulting in endothelial dysfunction. The endothelial dysfunc-

tion, in turn, causes microvascular thrombosis, which later leads

to sepsis-induced cardiac dysfunction or septic cardiomyopathy

(SCM) (5, 6). Septic cardiomyopathy (SCM) is an acute but

reversible complication of sepsis-associated cardiovascular
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insufficiency (5–7). When combined with sepsis, SCM is known

to increase mortality by 70% to 90% (5). The contractile

dysfunction of the heart in SCM is the most serious and fre-

quently observed symptom. It often results in dilatation of the

ventricles accompanied by the enlargement of the heart,

decreased contractility, hypotension, vascular hyporeactivity,

impaired myocardial compliance, as well as reduced ejection

fraction (5, 8–11).

Protein C, a natural anticoagulant, is a vitamin K-dependent

zymogen found readily in blood plasma (12). Upon activation,

together with thrombin and thrombomodulin, activated protein

C (APC) is known to downregulate the coagulation process

(12–14). Aside from anticoagulant action, APC was shown to

have cytoprotective, anti-inflammatory, and anti-apoptotic

effects (15, 16). APC protects endothelial cell barrier through

endothelial protein C receptor (EPCR) dependent protease-

activated receptor 1 (PAR 1) cleavage-induced upregulation of

sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), simultaneously inhibits the

release of inflammatory cytokines (IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a),

downregulates cell surface adhesion molecules (such as ICAM-

1, VCAM-1, and E-selectin), and by activation of Rac1 signal-

ing compensates the destructive effects of the RhoA signaling

pathway as well as downregulates apoptotic genes like p53 and

Bax (15–18). Anti-apoptotic effects of APC were observed not

only for endothelial cells but also for cardiomyocytes (CM). In

a mouse model of acute reperfusion injury (I/R) it was shown

that administration of APC represses the acute ischemic injury

of the heart by stimulating activated protein kinase (AMPK)

and inhibiting nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) and c-Jun N-terminal

kinase (JNK) signaling pathways, which are closely related to

anticoagulant action (17). Further, the established presence of

EPCR on CMs and the triggering of AMPK pathways accen-

tuated the possibility of the cardio-protective functions of APC

(13, 17). It was shown that due to CM injury the serum troponin

levels are elevated in patients with severe sepsis or septic shock,

which is an indication of the deterioration and impaired beating

of the heart tissue (19). A possible positive inotropic impact of

APC on CMs was also suggested, which may involve the PAR1-

cardiac troponin I (CTI) pathway (13, 20). Similarly, the

reduction of APC levels was seen in sepsis patients either

due to malfunctioning of the production/synthesis pathways,

severe degradation, or down-regulation of EPCR and APC-

related mechanisms and is also suggested as a prognostic

parameter for sepsis (21, 22). Consequently, APC in recombi-

nant form, human recombinant APC (rhAPC), was suggested as

a therapeutic agent for sepsis and septic shock to improve the

survival of patients with elevated troponin, cardiomyopathy,

and microvascular disturbances (20, 23, 24). In this sense,

rhAPC was used in several prospective observational or ran-

domized, placebo-controlled studies throughout the past two

decades (24, 25). The most famous randomized studies PROW-

ESS (Recombinant human Activated Protein C Worldwide

Evaluation in Severe Sepsis) and PROWESS-SHOCK (almost

10 years apart) revealed conflicting, not-reproducible however

incomparable results (25, 26). Most of the studies conducted

were focused on anti-inflammatory and anticoagulant functions

of rhAPC and not on its effects on CMs and contractility.

Therefore, the need for more trials, and especially, when
possible, personalized experiments in the context of sepsis

were highlighted and are still the foci of many studies (26–28).

Although there exists no universal consensus or method, in-

vitro sepsis models have been the main setting used for sepsis,

sepsis-induced complications, and drug development and test-

ing studies. Many of the models mainly involve animals

(murine, canine) or human subjects, where sepsis/septic shock

are induced by injection or direct delivery of bacteria (such as

Streptococcus pneumonia), Endotoxin (such as LPS), and

human septic shock serum, all of which involve invasive

manipulation of the subjects (29, 30). Another experimental

model used to simulate septic-environment is achieved through

utilization of animal or human cells in-vitro, which is less

invasive, and additionally can be used to assess the tissue/cell-

specific responses. Till now, cardiac force measurements were

carried out either by invasive techniques with animal/human

models and tissue sections or via edge-recognition and micro-

scopic observations using cultured cell monolayers (20, 31).

Previously, we conducted a study on contractile properties of

human aortic endothelial cells in an LPS-induced sepsis model

using the CellDrum technology (32). The CellDrum technol-

ogy, which has been developed in our laboratory, enables the

cultivation of cell monolayers on thin (approximately 4 mm),

biocompatible and elastic silicon membranes bound to plastic

rings which allow free movement of cell monolayer (33–38).

Simultaneously, the mathematical reciprocal value of cell-

monolayer mechanical compliance, which corresponds to car-

diac beat frequency, can be determined via a device housing a

displacement sensor.

An LPS-induced reduction of force generation and transmis-

sion, which invivo corresponds to a relaxation of the heart muscle

(cardiac dysfunction), was previously shown for murine cardi-

omyocytes (31). In this paper, we report the advantageous and

successful application of the CellDrum technology and its

feature to directly quantify the mechanical compliance (mechan-

ical tension) of cell monolayers and to use LPS in-vitro as a first

step toward developing a sepsis model based on this technique.

We assess LPS-induced damage on the cultured CMs with five

seemingly rather unconnected measurement techniques (RT-

qPCR technique), microscopic imaging, mechanical compli-

ance, and beat frequency as an attempt towiden the technological

scope of solving biological and medical questions.

The CellDrum creates an appropriate environment for disorder

simulations, drug testing, and assessment of the mechanical

behavior of cells. LPS exposure caused contraction dysfunction

of CMs which was measured by beat frequency and mechanical

compliance. After LPS application ROS generation increased,

whereas gene expression of EPCR and PAR1, and actin cyto-

skeleton density decreased. rhAPC incubation of cells following

LPS-treatment inhibited the detrimental effects of LPS on the

actin cytoskeleton, gene expression, and mechanical behavior.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

For the experiments, mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC)-derived cardio-
myocytes were obtained from Lonza, Germany (Cat. No. XCAC-1010E Cor.At
1 M GFP mESC, Axiogenesis). The cells were stored in liquid nitrogen until
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used. The mESC culture medium (Cat. No. XCAM-250E mESC Complete
Culture Medium) and puromycin stock solution were thawed, following the
instructions, at 48C overnight. Puromycin was added to the cell culture medium
at a final concentration of 10 mM. Puromycin was used as a selection agent and
phenotype indicator.

As mentioned, our main purpose here was to provide a new LPS-induced
sepsis/cardiac dysfunction model of cardiomyocytes using the CellDrum
technology which enables us to follow beating frequency and compliance
quantification. The CellDrum was patented by Gerhard M. Artmann in 2000
and used since then in our laboratory as an experimental device on which this
publication is based (39–41). The PDMS membranes are made in our labora-
tory using a Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit. Membrane thicknesses are
measured interferometrically followed by a chemical-biological functionaliza-
tion process. Tunable protein/gel coating enables good cell attachment for the
desired cultured cells on CellDrums (34, 35, 38).

The cells were seeded in 300 mL complete medium on the fibronectin-coated
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane (membrane thickness 4 mm, culture
area 2.01 cm2) with a density of 100,000 cells/cm2. CellDrum PDMS membranes
were coated with 1% Fibronectin in MES buffer prior to seeding. The puromycin-
containing Cor.at medium is required for medium change after 24 h of plating and
the first 3 days of culture. After day 4 of culture Cor.at medium without puromycin
was used and the medium was changed every other day. All samples were
routinely checked for bacterial or fungal contamination using standard micro-
scopic methods whereas the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification
method (VenorGeM, BIOCHROM AG, Berlin, Germany) was used to check
for mycoplasma contamination. The results were negative for contamination. The
cells were used only at the first passage and a maximum of 7 days without
passaging. Cell morphology and monolayer confluence were checked every 12 h.
The cells reached confluence after 2 days of culture on CellDrum membranes.

Lipopolysaccharide preparation

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) derived from E. coli was acquired from Sigma,
Germany (LPS 055: B5; Cat. No. L2880). LPS was diluted in sterile Dulbecco’s
phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS). To enable extended storage, small volumes
of the LPS stock solutions were frozen at �208C. Before application, the LPS
solution was thawed and shaken at room temperature for about 30 min to
prevent the deposition of LPS on the tube’s surface. After thawing, the solution
was stored at þ88C until use and kept sterile.

Recombinant human activated protein C (rhAPC)
preparation

The recombinant human-activated protein C (rhAPC) was obtained from Eli
Lilly and Company in May 2009 (pre-withdrawal, Cat. No. LY203638). It was
diluted in sterile distilled water in glass-free vials and stored at �808C.
According to the company’s instructions, the suggested dose of rhAPC to
mimic physiological conditions was 5 mg/mL.

LPS stimulation of the mESC-CMs

To determine the suitable LPS concentration dose-response and time-course
experiments were previously carried out using cardiac endothelial cells (32).
The study groups were formed in concentrations 0.1 mg/mL, 0.5 mg/mL, 1 mg/
mL, and 2 mg/mL. The IL-6 protein level was checked by ELISA and the
biggest increase was seen in samples treated with 0.5 mg/mL LPS. Therefore, to
create a uniform sepsis model and to better assess the LPS in circulation rather
than tissue-accumulated, a dose of 0.5 mg/mL LPS was chosen to stimulate
mESC-CMs as well. After reaching 80% confluence the cells were washed with
complete medium and 0.5 mg/mL LPS was mixed with the fresh complete
medium. Control samples were incubated with the complete medium only.

Treating the mESC-CMs with rhAPC (after LPS
stimulation)

After 30 min of LPS (0.5 mg/mL) application, the cell medium was renewed,
and the cells were incubated with 5 mg/mL rhAPC for 12 hours (h) at 378C. Four
experiment groups were created: Control, 12 h LPS-treatment, 12 h rhAPC-
treatment following 12 h LPS treatment, 12 h rhAPC-treatment mESC-CMs. All
groups had six replicates. The control samples were incubated only with the
complete medium.

Real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR)

Total RNA was extracted (RNeasy mini kit, Qiagen, Cat. No: 74106) from
cardiomyocytes which were used as a template for cDNA synthesis. QuantiTect
reverse transcription kit (Qiagen, Cat. No: 205311) was used to transcribe RNA
into cDNA. Real-time quantitative PCR was performed with BIORAD iCycler
device. 18sr RNA and GAPDH RNA genes were used as housekeeping genes.
Primers (22) were purchased from Qiagen Company (18 s (Qiagen,
Hs_RRN18S_1_SG QuantiTect Primer Assay (200), Cat. No.: QT00199367),
F2r (PAR1) (Mm_F2r_1_SG QuantiTect Primer Assay (200), Cat. No.:
QT0119812), Procr (EPCR) (Mm_Procr_1_SG QuantiTect Primer Assay
(200), Cat. No.: QT00103061)).

ROS visualization and confocal microscopy

3’-(p-hydroxyphenyl) fluorescein (HPF) (Molecular Probes, Cat. No.
H36004) was used as an indicator for highly reactive oxygen species. The
3’-(p-hydroxyphenyl) fluorescein stock solution was diluted in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle medium (DMEM). After the completion of LPS and rhAPC
treatments cells were incubated with the diluted HPF solution for 10 min at
room temperature and washed to remove the excess probe and replaced with
fresh buffer. The pictures were taken under a confocal laser scanning micro-
scope (LSM 510, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with a�20 objective lens (LD-
Achroplan, Zeiss) using the integrated data processing software (LSM 3.0,
Zeiss).

Actin stress fiber visualization and confocal microscopy

After reaching confluence, cells were treated either with LPS, rhAPC, or
both as previously explained. Samples were washed twice with prewarmed
DPBS, fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde for 15 min at room temperature. Cell
membranes were penetrated using 0.1% Triton-X 100 for 5 min. The samples
were washed thrice with DPBS and the actin cytoskeleton was stained with 2%
Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (Invitrogen, Cat. No. A12379) in DPBS for 20 min
at room temperature. The samples were washed thoroughly with DPBS and
imaged using a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM 510, Zeiss, Ober-
kochen, Germany) with a �20 objective lens (LD-Achroplan, Zeiss) using the
integrated data processing software (LSM 3.0, Zeiss).

Beat frequency and mechanical compliance
measurements

Cardiomyocyte beat frequency and mechanical compliance were determined
simultaneously with the help of the CellDrum technology and an experimental
setup. Together with the cell monolayer, the PDMS membrane forms a
‘‘mechanically coupled double-layer’’ membrane. Having thickness values
of 4 mm, the PDMS membranes, therefore, have known and high mechanical
compliance, which depends on the force development and transmission of the
cell monolayer. The overall compliance of the double-layer thus is determined
solely by the mechanical tensile forces and their transmission within the cell
monolayer. By slowly increasing the pressure under the membrane and simul-
taneously measuring the resulting membrane deflection, sigmoid pressure-
deflection curves are created. The strain/stress (mechanical compliance) is
then calculated by simple conversion of the slope at zero crossings. The
membrane deflection is measured by the laser system (LK-031, KEYENCE
GmbH, Neu-Isenburg, Germany) (33, 37, 38). When cells contract, the length of
the membrane shortens, resulting in an increasing proportion of strain/pressure.
In relation to the contractile tension results, this represents an indirect ratio
between cellular contraction and the strain applied to the membrane. Strain, as
deformation per unit length, is calculated as shown in the formula below;

e ¼ dl� l (1)

e: Strain in measured direction dl: Original length of the material l: Change in
the length of the material h: Deflection of the membrane

Here, to understand the fold change differences between groups, the
reciprocal of normalized strain/pressure results were used. The data were
collected and processed via a custom LabVIEW software (National Instru-
ments, Austin, Tex).

When CMs reached confluence, they started beating synchronously. The
cells were then stimulated with 0.5 mg/mL LPS for 3 h, 6 h, and 12 h. In
addition, after the completion of LPS treatment samples were incubated with
5 mg/mL rhAPC for another 12 h. Records of synchronously beating CMs were
made, and LabVIEW software was used to evaluate frequency changes of cells
before and after LPS and/or rhAPC application, respectively. Each experimental
group had six samples. Every sample was measured three times.

Statistical analysis

Experiments were carried out with six replicates. The beat frequency and
mechanical compliance were measured three times for descriptive statistical
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analysis. All data were analyzed with Sigma Stat for Windows, version 3.5.
Comparison of more than two groups was carried out with a two-way analysis of
variance followed by the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, with significance defined as
P< 0.05.
RESULTS

rhAPC reverses the LPS downregulated EPCR (Procr) and
PAR1 (F2r) mRNA levels

The RT-qPCR results indicated that mRNA levels of Procr

and F2r were significantly downregulated after 12-h exposure

of 0.5 mg/mL LPS by 0.26- and 0.39-fold, respectively, when

compared with the control groups. Conversely, rhAPC appli-

cation after LPS-induced cell damage resulted in increased

expressions of Procr and F2r significantly when compared with

LPS-treated samples (4.79- and 3.49-fold respectively) which

indicates a recovery effect of rhAPC application (Fig. 1). The

application of rhAPC alone seemed to reduce EPCR mRNA

expression compared with the control group; however, this

reduction was shown to be not significant.

LPS increases ROS whereas rhAPC inhibits ROS
production

It is a well-established fact that ROS production increases

during sepsis and ROS mediates contraction dysfunction in

cardiomyocytes (42, 43). ROS production was monitored with

HPF staining of CMs. 12 h LPS-treated samples showed stron-

ger brightness when compared to control samples (Fig. 2, A and

B). In contrast, the brightness diminished after rhAPC applica-

tion as seen in Figure 2C. rhAPC application alone did not

cause a visible difference when compared to control samples

(Fig. 2, A and D).
FIG. 1. Effect of LPS and rhAPC on the expression of the mRNAs of mESC
receptor (EPCR) and F2r codes for the protease-activated receptor-1 (PAR-1). Bot
to controls. In LPS-damaged CM monolayers, Procr was reduced by 0.26- and F2r
damage upregulated mRNA expression to 1.18-fold for Procr and 1.41-fold for F2
compared to the effect of LPS alone (**). rhAPC alone showed no significant chang
condition).
LPS decreases actin stress fiber density

To show the morphological changes of cell cytoskeletal

response to LPS treatment we investigated the presence and

density of actin stress fibers via actin staining with phalloidin

and confocal microscopy (Fig. 2, E–H). Control samples had a

dense actin-filament network (Fig. 2 E) whereas upon 12 h LPS

exposure (Fig. 2F) reduction in actin cytoskeleton density was

observed. Confocal microscopic analysis of actin fibers of LPS-

and rhAPC-treated samples (Fig. 2G) demonstrated somewhat

a betterment in actin density when compared to LPS-treated

samples and were almost visually indistinguishable from the

control samples. On the other hand, no visible difference in

actin stress fiber density was seen for only rhAPC-treated

samples (Fig. 2H) compared to control samples.

LPS affect the beat frequency of CM monolayers

In this study, we determined the beating frequency of CMs

after LPS, rhAPC application following LPS treatment, and in

control samples with the help of CellDrum technology (Fig. 3).

Figure 4 demonstrates the time-dependent decrease of cardiac

beating frequency after 0.5 mg/mL LPS treatment. Compared to

control groups, LPS significantly decreased cardiac beating

frequency by 86% after 6 h and 73% after 12 h of LPS incuba-

tion. All in all, LPS alone caused a significant decrease in the

beat frequency, but not yet significantly after 3 h.

On the other hand, the application of rhAPC to LPS pre-

damaged CM monolayers resulted in a significant reversal of

this beat frequency reduction. After rhAPC treatment following

6 h of LPS incubation, the beat frequency increased by 127%

relative to the LPS damage level and tended to be approxi-

mately 5% higher than that of the control. After rhAPC
derived CMs (after 12 h exposure). Procr codes for the endothelial protein C
h mRNA levels were significantly decreased in the presence of LPS compared
to 0.39 times, respectively. On the other hand, rhAPC application after LPS cell
r compared to controls. Both values were significantly increased under rhAPC
e (* P<0.05 vs. control, **P<0.01 vs. LPS alone, rank-sum test, n¼6 for each



FIG. 2. A–D, Fluorescence images of mESC-derived CM mono-
layers, control, and treatments after 12 h of LPS/rhAPC, respectively.
(A) Control, (B) with 0.5 mg/mL LPS 12 h, (C) with 5 mg/mL rhAPC after
previous 12 h LPS exposure, and (D) with 5 mg/mL rhAPC alone. The CMs
were stained with the fluorescent dye 3-(p-hydroxyphenyl) fluorescein (HPF),
which is specific for highly reactive oxygen species. The controls (A) showed
diminished fluorescence. The fluorescence signal rose sharply after LPS
application, indicating stronger ROS activity (B) (bright white areas in the
picture). ROS activity was diminished with rhAPC application after LPS
damage (C) or with rhAPC alone (D). The photos were taken from cells on
silicone membranes, and they are representative because similar pictures
were found in six more replicas. E–H, Visualization of the actin cytoskeleton of
mouse CMs. Confluent CM monolayers were stained with FITC Phalloidin and
observed with confocal microscopically at (E) control, (F) with 0.5 mg/mL LPS
12 h, (G) with 5 mg/mL rhAPC after previous 12 h LPS exposure, and (H) with
5 mg/mL rhAPC alone. LPS alone (F) significantly reduced the stress fiber
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treatment following 12 h of LPS incubation, the beat frequency

was still increased by 123% compared to 12 h LPS-treated

samples, but about 5% lower than the control samples. The

mentioned shifts compared to the controls were not significant.

There was no significant difference between samples that were

only incubated with rhAPC and control samples. However,

significant increases were also seen between rhAPC-treated

samples and both 6 h and 12 h LPS-treated samples.

LPS affects the mechanical compliance of CM
monolayers

The CellDrum technology (Fig. 3) was used to measure the

mechanical compliance and beat frequency of self-exciting

mESC-derived CM monolayers simultaneously. To examine

the compliance response to LPS, different exposure times (3 h,

6 h, 12 h) were investigated. LPS stimulation caused a signifi-

cant increase in mechanical compliance within 3 h to 12 h of

incubation, steadily enhanced with increasing incubation time

(Fig. 5). Furthermore, we found that rhAPC reduced these

negative compliance effects of LPS on cardiomyocyte mono-

layers for all three incubation periods (3 h, 6 h, 12 h). Although

after 12 h of LPS-incubation the compliance was up to eight

times higher in comparison with control, after 12 h of rhAPC

application CM compliance has significantly decreased to

about 68% of the LPS damage. However, the compliance level

achieved by rhAPC treatment still corresponds to about 5.4

times the compliance of controls measured without the LPS

treatment. Similar tendencies were obtained for the incubation

times 3 h and 6 h. The effect of rhAPC alone showed no

significant change compared to controls (Fig. 5).
DISCUSSION

Sepsis is a disorder characterized by hypotension, multiple

organ dysfunction, and impaired cardiac contractility (2, 4–9).

SCM is one of the clinical complications of sepsis and septic

shock, which is distinguished by ventricular dilatation com-

bined with impaired ventricular contractility and changes in

stroke frequency, which are collectively related to the mecha-

nobiological properties of cells (2, 4–9). Multiple molecular

mechanisms and pathways underlying diseases, which may be

used for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, are very complex.

On the contrary, the mechanical properties of cells can give

direct information regarding the response to diseases and

syndromes, such as sepsis, as well as possible treatment

methods (20, 31). Although the novel CellDrum system is a

relatively new method, it enables the routine, high accuracy

measurement of the mechanical cell contraction and tension.

We have confirmed the reliability of this measuring system in

our previous studies (33–38). As described, there is an indirect

ratio between contraction and strain in the CellDrum system.

When the cells contract, the membrane shortens, and strain

increases. This phenomenon is used to quantify cell
density. Cell-free areas in the monolayer were observed compared to control,
to some extent. The addition of rhAPC after LPS damage (G) resulted in
seemingly increased stress fiber density that was visually indistinguishable
from the controls (E) as well as rhAPC alone (H). The photos were taken from
CM monolayers cultivated on flexible silicone membranes.



FIG. 3. A–D, The CellDrum measuring principle: Method for measuring the mechanical compliance of confluent cell monolayers, here mouse
embryonic stem cell (mESC) induced cardiomyocytes, which were cultured on a silicone membrane, were used. (A) Single CellDrum setup, (B) setup for
mechanical loading of the membrane (orange) with lower-end positions (start) and upper-end position, (C) scheme of a typical pressure to membrane-indentation/
deflection graph. Data points with regression curve (blue), slope/tangent at zero crossing (red), (D) scheme of the pressure to membrane-indentation/deflection
graphs (at the same pressure under the membrane). The membrane is a compound-membrane consisting of a 4-mm-thick PDMS to which mESC derived
cardiomyocyte monolayer adheres; (left) stiff cell layer; (right) soft cell layer (cytoskeleton/intercellular bonds are weak).
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contraction. The contraction and tension measurement of

human aortic endothelial cells (HAoEC) monolayers cultivated

on the CellDrum membranes under the influence of drugs that

are known to cause contraction stress were performed (32).
FIG. 4. Time dependence of the beat frequency of the mESC-derived CM
6 h, and 12 h, 5 mg/mL rhAPC application after previous treatment with 0.5 mg
P<0.05, rank-sum test, six replicates, error bar as SEM).
Furthermore, it was seen that cardiomyocytes cultivated on the

CellDrums reach synchronized beating and cause rhythmic

membrane deflection rapidly, and the CellDrum provides an

environment in which cell biomechanics, therapeutic agents,
monolayer of control samples, 0.5 mg/mL LPS-treated samples over 3 h,
/mL LPS over 3 h, 6 h or 12 h, or with 5 mg/mL rhAPC alone, respectively (*



FIG. 5. Mechanical compliance¼DStrain/DPressure of the mESC-derived CM monolayer at incubation times 3 h, 6 h, and 12 h. The mechanical
compliance of the composite membrane silicone with CM monolayer is high if the cell monolayer is soft, i.e., pliable, at the same inflation pressure under the
membrane. The following tests were performed at the times shown in the figure: controls, 0.5 mg/mL LPS-treatment, 0.5 mg/mL LPS, and subsequent application
of 5 mg/mL rhAPC, and rhAPC alone. With LPS, CM monolayer compliances were significantly increased for all three incubation periods (*). After 12 h of LPS
incubation, it was up to eight times higher. After 12 h rhAPC application, however, CM compliance had significantly decreased to about 68% of the previous
damage (**). However, the compliance level achieved by rhAPC treatment still corresponds to about 5.4 times the compliance of controls measured before LPS
treatment (*, ** P<0.05, rank-sum test, six replicates, * significance versus control, ** significance between 12 h after LPS and 12 h þ rhAPC).
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and disease models could successfully be tested (33, 35, 36).

Thus, in this study to better understand the biomechanical

responses of CM monolayers and to establish an in-vitro

LPS-induced sepsis model we used the ‘‘CellDrum’’ technol-

ogy. For the assessment of the LPS-induced damage the real-

time PCR technique (Fig. 1), microscopic methods (Fig. 2)

were used, mechanical compliance (Fig. 4), and beat frequency

(Fig. 5) were measured with the help of the CellDrum system.

In-vitro results from the literature already state the LPS-

induced downregulation of mRNA levels for EPCR and PAR1

(22, 44). In this model, we have verified these effects in CMs by

real-time qPCR (Fig. 1). Figure 1 shows that LPS reduces the

levels of EPCR mRNA in cardiomyocytes after 12 h of LPS

incubation. The incubation period of 12 h was chosen to allow

enough time because of the slow development of gene expres-

sion, and, on the other hand, the number of samples could not be

increased for technical reasons. Therefore, in future studies, a

time-course analysis of EPCR mRNA expression would be

informative after LPS addition. LPS-induced downregulation

of EPCR and PAR1 was partially reversed after APC applica-

tion which further accentuates the aforementioned cytoprotec-

tive and anti-inflammatory responses to APC. Since this study

was planned on the gene expression level, the relevant protein

determination should remain part of the future studies. Affy-

metrix microarray analysis, bridging with specific proteins will

enlighten the underlying mechanism in future work.

Further, it is well known that ROS production increases

during sepsis, and in this study, the detrimental effects of

LPS were shown microscopically through increased ROS

production after 12-h LPS exposure. Yet again after APC

administration, the ROS-induced fluorescence diminished, as

shown in Figure 2A–D, which emphasizes the anti-inflamma-

tory action of APC.
The actin cytoskeleton has a fundamental role in various

cellular processes and the most important physiological func-

tion of actin filaments is to produce force, which generates cell

contraction tension (45). These results on actin stress fibers

content in cardiomyocytes support the beat frequency and

mechanical compliance results as well (Figs. 4 and 5). Car-

diomyocytes exposed to LPS exhibit less actin stress filaments

since LPS causes cytoskeletal damage (46, 47). This correlates

with the data shown in Figure 2E–H, which demonstrates

decreased stress fiber density in LPS-treated samples and

again partial inhibition of the damaging effect of LPS by

APC application.

Several studies stated that in in-vitro conditions LPS causes

cardiac dysfunction and a decrease in cardiac contractility while

ROS mediates the contraction dysfunction (31, 42, 46). We

showed that LPS increases mechanical compliance and

decreases beat frequency (Figs. 4 and 5). The increase in

mechanical compliance due to LPS exposure (Fig. 5) can be

colloquially referred to as in-vitro mechanical weakening of the

cells. This weakening can be supported again by the decrease in

F-actin stress fiber density, shown in Figure 2, which is also

accompanied by the reduction in beat frequency (Fig. 4) and

increased cell strain. Moreover, APC incubation of LPS pre-

damaged cells inhibits the effects of LPS to some extent by

increasing beat frequency and decreasing mechanical compli-

ance (Figs. 4 and 5). These results can also be substantiated by

mRNA expression experiments of EPCR and PAR1 (Fig. 1).

Previous studies showed that APC regulates the contractility of

cardiomyocytes via the EPCR and PAR1 pathways (15–17, 48).

Ultimately, partial normalization of ROS production (Fig. 2, A–

D), actin cytoskeleton density (Fig. 2, E–H), beat frequency

(Fig. 4), and mechanical compliance (Fig. 5) after APC treatment

supports the notion that APC has anti-inflammatory and
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inotropic effects of on CMs. The correlation between the car-

diomyocyte mechanical deformation (compliance) and the beat

frequency is known and in in-vitro studies, the same observations

are expected (49–51). As the calcium effect on cardiomyocyte

frequency is a well-established fact, the mechanical compliance

and tissue integrity through actin dynamics and intercalated disc

functions would be regulated by calcium changes in cardiomyo-

cytes (49–51). Thus, we recommend using the CellDrum tech-

nology combined with calcium imaging techniques such as with

Fura fluorescent dyes. Moreover, because of the important role of

Rac1 and RhoA mechanisms as well as ROS in cellular health,

actin dynamics and many more, relevant future studies bridging

LPS and APC functioning in this context could help better

understand the mechanism and possible other receptors (17, 52).

Here, for the first time, we showed the experimental setup of

the CellDrum technique that can be successfully used in an

LPS-induced in-vitro sepsis model for cardiomyocytes. We

assessed LPS-induced damage on cultured CMs combining

five seemingly rather unconnected measurement techniques to

widen the technological scope for biologists, physiologists, and

medical researchers solving biological and medical questions

with bioengineering solutions. An extension and full automa-

tion of the CellDrum technique is nearing completion. At the

end of 2021, the CellDrum technology including different

CellDrum types will be commercially available (NPI Electronic

GmbH, Tamm, Germany). This technology will also work for

isolated primary neonatal and adult cardiomyocytes, respec-

tively. In addition to the mechanical compliance and the beat

frequency, individual contraction–relaxation cycles of CM

monolayers could be analyzed with respect to the beat force

amplitude, its temporal progression, its frequency, and its time

integral. The results presented here indicate that the CellDrum

technology is very promising in following cardiomyocyte in-

vitro mechanical properties in basic and applied research.

Some limitations should be noted regarding the experiments.

Although mESC-derived cardiomyocytes are used to evaluate

responses in-vitro, it should be remembered that there are

physiological differences when compared to human cardio-

myocyte cells. The mechanisms underlying the observed differ-

ences in the experimental groups were not determined;

therefore, further studies are required to understanding the

pathophysiological mechanisms involved in LPS-induced

stress and the beating capability of CMs. Moreover, it would

be beneficial to perform time-course protein quantification for

EPCR, PAR1, and other mentioned receptor proteins which

would provide more insight into APC and LPS effects on CMs.

Overall, our principal aim here was to demonstrate new

CellDrum technology features and the possible utilization in

pathophysiological conditions partially modeling sepsis in vitro

using LPS. This might serve as a basis for more complex

modeling systems for sepsis.
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